**Special vs. Common Causation**

Work processes are designed to produce products or services, not cause defects or injuries.

W. Edwards Deming, one of the fathers of manufacturing quality control, explained the difference between special causes and common causes. He was speaking of the causes of defects in manufacturing processes.

He explained that sometimes someone does something obviously wrong, a machine malfunctions or raw material has an obvious flaw. When such an event causes a defect in manufacturing, that defect has a special cause. However, sometimes everyone performs normally, machines function as usual, raw materials meet specs and still a defect happens.

Such defects, according to Deming, have common causes. In other words, the cause of the defect is common to the process. It is built in and does not require outside intervention to make it happen. According to Deming, such defects may not happen frequently, and often may not be accurately assessed or diagnosed.

Think how this dichotomy applies to safety. An accidental workplace injury, just like a manufacturing defect, is an undesired and unplanned outcome of a process. Work processes are designed to produce products or services, not defects or injuries.

The causes of workplace injuries can fall into the same two categories as the causes of manufacturing process defects. A worker can do something wrong, a machine can malfunction or irregular events of other kinds can happen. When these things result in accidental injuries, such injuries could be said to have special cause. However, when organizations investigate accidents and fail to find irregular conditions or behaviors as root causes, they do not always consider the alternatives. It is at this level of investigation that Deming’s observations can help improve safety.

### Three Practices That Hamper Efforts

There are three heritage practices that hamper the application of common-cause thinking in many safety efforts. Before we look at the solution, consider how one or more of these three might impact your safety thinking and need to be addressed before this common-cause approach can help.

The first is the tendency to manage safety by exception. As long as the lagging indicators are okay, many organizations simply crank the safety activities. Once an accident or serious near-miss occurs, the reactive mechanism fires up.

Investigation and corrective actions are aimed at preventing recurrence of the problem or problems that were viewed as root causes of the event. Accident investigations often are focused on finding the exception to the rules, the failure to follow procedures or equipment malfunctions. If such exceptions are not found, corrective actions often are skipped or generalized or some new program is adopted to improve the overall safety culture. Management by exception often stalls if exceptions are not found. Such methodologies often lack any way to address issues embedded in the processes.

The second practice is the tendency to place blame. Blame often is attached to exceptions and thus, the methods often are similar. Who or what failed to perform correctly and caused this accident? Blame also permeates many approaches to behavior-based safety. Observers are taught to confront anyone not being safe. The assumption is unsafe behavior is a major cause of accidents and such behavior is within the control of the worker. The observations are aimed at seeing and intervening in unsafe acts, thereby reducing risk.

Such approaches often fail to determine or address organizational and cultural influences on these behaviors. They also assume stopping the unsafe acts will result in them being replaced with safe work practices. Such assumptions tend to miss the common causes of both conditional and behavioral risks.

The third is the tendency to overlook or underestimate low-probability risks. I once had the corporate...
vice president of safety at a large company ask me how employees could work incident-free for years, then have an accident and when asked what they did differently to cause the accident, responded that they simply were doing their jobs the way they always did them.

His first thought was they were covering up their mistakes out of embarrassment or fear. He is not the only one confused by low-probability risks. A worker who takes a one in 500 risk once per week theoretically can go nine years or more before having an accident. In our consulting work, we regularly find low-probability risks play an important but largely misunderstood role in accidents.

Low-Probability Risks

Low-probability risks often are embedded in conditions, processes or standard operating procedures. This means a worker can obey all the rules, follow all the procedures, wear all prescribed PPE and still get injured. If you simply look for the exception or blame, you almost always miss these types of issues.

Such issues are the epitome of what Deming labeled as common causes. He argued if you simply tried to inspect products at the end of the production line for defects, you would not find the causes of the defects because they occurred upstream in the process. He encouraged manufacturers to examine their equipment, their processes and their workers’ behaviors to find where the defects were originating. Once these were found and addressed, the inspection process would confirm fewer defects occurring each day. He also developed the math to validate that such approaches actually were improving the quality of processes. That field of math now is called statistical process control.

Deming helped many organizations expand their thinking about quality and find the causes of defects that both were special (caused by outside issues) and common (caused by internal issues) to their manufacturing processes. Taking the same approach in safety, we can divide accident causation into the two categories of special or common cause. We can continue to look first for the exceptions or the blame, but if we fail to find them we must look for those common causes built into our processes. Entirely too many accident investigations categorized as “no cause found” or “acts of god” can be identified by thinking about accident prevention like Deming did about preventing defects.
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